Rule #32: Enjoy the
Little Things
RUTGERS SASHP NEWSLETTER

Tuesday, September 8, 2020
Dear SAS Honors Program Students,
I hope everyone had a great first week here at Rutgers- Zoom
University! To be perfectly honest, getting used to the detailed
course requirements and long lists of modules has been stressful
for me… and I’m sure many of us (professors included) share that
sentiment. This entire semester is a big change — everything is
new and it will take us all some time to adjust. Embracing that
change isn’t easy, but hopefully we can take this new learning
format as a chance to be creative with our education. Things like
studying outside, spending time with friends, making your room
into an office, or learning to make your favorite drink are all small
changes that can make this semester feel more natural. Rutgers is a
place to experience change like no other. And there is so much out
there for those who look!
Here are some things on the horizon. Take over the SASHP
Instagram for a week as an honorary HIPster. Join the SAS Artists'
Collective for a laid back meet and greet to learn more about what
they do and how to get involved. The SASHP media team is still
requesting new blog writers: the application is linked below!

Warm Regards,
Justin Confalone
Your new newsletter editor

In this Newsletter
***SASHP HIPster
Application
***Artists' Collective Meet
& Greet
***Apply to be an SASHP
Blog Writer

Add/Drop
Since the first week of
classes has come to a close,
remember that the
add/drop period runs until
Sep 11. If a class doesn’t
seem right for you, there is
no shame in considering
dropping it in favor of
another course!

SASHP Newsletter
Events

Announcements

Become a HIPster
From now until the end of the semester, apply
to be a HIPster! HIPsters are given the freedom
to do a complete takeover of the SASHP
Instagram account for a week. Post whatever
you want: polls, pics, boomerangs, videos,
anything you feel shows your SASHP spirit. Be
on the lookout for the application, opening next
week.

Artists’ Collective Meet and
Greet
Drop by for a laid back evening of conversation,
questions, and meeting some really awesome
people at the Artists’ Collective Meet & Greet om
Wednesday, Sep 9, at 7pm EST via Zoom. To
RSVP, fill out the form here. Follow them at
@scarletartco or email scarletartco@gmail.com
to keep up to date on future events!

Blog Writers: Wanted
Want to get involved with the team behind the
SASHP? We’re still looking for a few more writers
to create content for the Honors Program blog.
Write one to two articles per month on any topic
you feel relates to your college experience or
student culture in general. The deadline to apply
is Sept 14, fill out the form here!

Follow Us!

@RutgersSASHP @RUSASHP
SASHP

rutgershonorsblog.
wordpress.com
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